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Introduction: What others say about Rust

Rust is a modern language aiming at safe
systems programming.

“The most beloved programming language since 2016”

“Rust Is the Industry’s Best Chance at Safe Systems Pro-
gramming” – Ryan Levic, Microsoft

U.S. job market: “From literally nothing 10 years ago, at least
200 roles a month are now released requiring Rust skills.”

“When I started, Rust reported 2 compiler errors; I fixed 4
and now only 19 remain” – Anonymous

What makes Rust’s design exciting? Extensions?

credits: https://insights.stackoverflow.com/survey/2019

credits: https://news.efinancialcareers.com/ch-en/3004512/rust-vs-c-hedge-fund-jobs

https://www.rust-lang.org/logos/rust-logo-blk.svg is licensed under CC BY 4.0
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My First Encounter with Rust: 5 or 6 years ago...

“Storm should be reimplemented in Rust!” – C. Hensel

• Stochastic Reward Model-checker

• State-of-the-art tool for quantitative analysis of systems

• 11 input formats: Markov chains, fault trees, prob. programs,...

• > 170k lines of C++ code

• > 9 years of development time

• 7 specialized solver engines

Storm in Rust... — Did he have a point?

=⇒ Let’s look at commits, issues, etc.
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Revisiting a C++ Project: Memory Issues

“Fixed a lot of memory access violations”
(commit after a year of development)

“Fixed memory leak by [...]”

“Fixed a bug in SparseMatrix.h where the multi-threaded im-
plementation crashes sometimes”

“handle segfaults [...] I grew tired of always starting gdb [...]”
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Memory Issues: What could possibly go wrong?

void f(Struct* p) {

foo(p);

bar(p);

free(p);

} // do we get here?

1. Null-pointer dereferences

2. Uninitialized variables

3. Double-free bugs

4. Use-after-free bugs

5. Memory leaks

6. Aborting execution

7. Non-termination
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Revisiting a C++ Project: Memory Issues

“Fixed a lot of memory access violations”
(commit after a year of development)

“Fixed memory leak by [...]”

“Fixed a bug in SparseMatrix.h where the multi-threaded im-
plementation crashes sometimes”

“handle segfaults [...] I grew tired of always starting gdb [...]”

void f(Struct* p) {
foo(p);
bar(p);
free(p);

}

Common
Vulnerabilities and
Exposures: > 31k records
concerning pointer usage

Memory safety guaranteed at compile-time
• no use-after-free /double-free bugs

• no unintialized variables / null pointers

• no data races

Unique feature of Rust =⇒ Part II

Caveat: unsafe code =⇒ Part III

What Rust does not prevent
• memory leaks

• deadlocks, non-termination

• buffer overflows (but it adds runtime checks)

• integer overflows, aborting execution

These programs are incorrect =⇒ Part IV
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Revisiting a C++ Project: Performance

Performance is critical
• Some models have billions of states

• No automatic garbage collection

• Solver engines are template-only libraries

• Avoid dynamic dispatch where possible

Need for a system programming language
• Efficient interoperability with C code

• Re-use low-level data strutures

runtime (s) peak memory
C++ Rust C++ Rust

n-body 4.09 3.31 1,800 836
spectral-norm 0.72 0.72 1,216 2,504
regex-redux 1.08 1.28 203,816 154,400

credits: https://benchmarksgame-team.pages.debian.net/benchmarksgame/fastest/rust-gpp.html

Rust and C++ have comparable performance

7
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regex-redux 1.08 1.28 203,816 154,400

credits: https://benchmarksgame-team.pages.debian.net/benchmarksgame/fastest/rust-gpp.html

Rust and C++ have comparable performance
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Revisiting a C++ Project: Build Systems

“cmake: Workaround for the FATAL ERROR that
occurred whenever building. . .”

“improved cmake for z3 and gurobi”

“less means less or equal in cmake. :/”

Lots of glue code
• Dependency management

• Continuous integration

• CMake, Autotools, NMAKE, . . . (all for C++)

• Different compiler versions (C++, Fortran, . . . )

Rust won’t make it easier to integrate Fortran libraries
but: Cargo is a one-stop solution for Rust crates

• package layout

• dependency management

• building, testing, running

• documentation

• publish to crates.io

various bindings for
microcontrollers,
external libraries, etc.
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Revisiting a C++ Project: Sensible Defaults & Modern Features

“ to be sure: z3model by const reference ”

“ Fixed parsing of <model> ”

(hundreds of commits, many ad-hoc fixes)
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Revisiting a C++ Project: Sensible Defaults & Modern Features

“ to be sure: z3model by const reference ”

“ Fixed parsing of <model> ”

(hundreds of commits, many ad-hoc fixes)

let x = &z3model; // immutable
let mut y = 42;
y = 23;
let y = 19 // immutable again

match feature {
"dtmc" => foo(),
"ctmc" | "dft" => bar(),

}

9
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I. What Rust can(not) do for you

II. Rust in a Nutshell
• Ownership & Borrowing

• Concurrency

• Traits

III. Unsafe Rust
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II. Rust in a Nutshell



Recap: Memory Management

fn process_ids () {
let ida = 12345;
let idb = 67890;
let idc = 42023;
// ...

}

ida

idb

idc

Stack discipline:
variables are dropped af-
ter running out of scope

ids

[0]

[1]

[2]

[3]

How to free the heap-allocated array?
• Garbage collection: unsuited for systems programming

• Manual disposal: error-prone (e.g. double-free bugs)

• Rust: rely on ownership system
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RAII Idiom (from C++): Enforce Stack-Discipline for Heap-Allocated Memory

fn process_ids () {
let mut ids = Vec::new();
ids.push (12345);
ids.push (67890);
ids.push (42023);
//...
// ids out of scope

}

Ownership (I)

1. Every memory location has a unique variable called its owner.

2. A location is disposed once its owner runs out of scope.

data

length

capacity

id
s

[0]

[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

limited to local scope

⇒ transfer ownership
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Ownership Transfer: Moves

fn process_ids() {

let mut ids = Vec::new();

ids.push(12345);
// ...

notify(ids);

notify(ids);
}

fn foo(ids: Vec<i32>) {
// ...

}

error[E0382 ]: use of moved value: ‘ids ‘
|

2 | let mut ids = Vec::new();
...
5 | notify(ids);

| --- value moved here
6 | notify(ids);

| ^^^ value used here after move

Passing around owners is cumbersome

⇒ “Borrow” ownership

Mutable borrow: let x = &mut ids

Shared borrow: let x = &ids
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Ownership Transfer: Mutable Borrows

fn foo(x: Vec<i32>) {

let mut ids = Vec::new();

ids.push(42);
// ...

let x = &mut ids[0];

bar(x);

*x = 19;

ids.push(23);

*x = 17;
}

fn bar(x: &mut i32) {

*x += 1;
}

data

length

capacity

x

[0] 42

[1]

[2]

[3] 23

[0] 19

[1]

[2]

[3] 23

x may become a dangling reference!

Causes for unsafety: aliasing + mutation

Ownership (II)

1. Owner cannot dispose or mutate a location while it is borrowed.

2. If a location has a mutable borrow, there is no other borrow.
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data

length

capacity

x
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[1]

[2]

[3] 23

[0] 19

[1]

[2]

[3] 23

x may become a dangling reference!

Causes for unsafety: aliasing + mutation

Ownership (II)

1. Owner cannot dispose or mutate a location while it is borrowed.
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length
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[2]
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Causes for unsafety: aliasing + mutation
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x

[0] 17

[1]

[2]

[3] 23

[0] 19

[1]

[2]

[3] 23

x may become a dangling reference!

Causes for unsafety: aliasing + mutation

Ownership (II)

1. Owner cannot dispose or mutate a location while it is borrowed.

2. If a location has a mutable borrow, there is no other borrow.
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Ownership Transfer: Mutable Borrows

fn foo(x: Vec<i32>) {

let mut ids = Vec::new();

ids.push(42);
// ...

let x = &mut ids[0];

bar(x);
*x = 19;

*x = 17;
ids.push(23); // x expired

}

fn bar(x: &mut i32) {

*x += 1;
}

error[E0499 ]: cannot borrow ‘ids ‘
as mutable more than
once at a time

Causes for unsafety: aliasing + mutation

Ownership (II)
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2. If a location has a mutable borrow, there is no other borrow.
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Ownership Transfer: Shared Borrows
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Ownership Transfer: Shared Borrows

fn foo(x: Vec<i32>) {

let mut ids = Vec::new();

ids.push(42);
// ...

if matches(&ids[0], &ids[0]) {

println!("found matching id’s.");
}

// borrows expired

ids.push(42);
}

fn matches(x: &i32, y: &i32) -> bool {
// *x += 1; not allowed

x == y
}

Causes for unsafety: aliasing + mutation

Ownership (III)

Read-only ownership of a location can be temporarily
transfered to multiple shared borrows.
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Ownership Transfer: Shared Borrows

fn foo(x: Vec<i32>) {

let mut ids = Vec::new();

ids.push(42);
// ...

if matches(&ids[0], &ids[0]) {

println!("found matching id’s.");
}

// borrows expired

ids.push(42);
}

fn matches(x: &i32, y: &i32) -> bool {
// *x += 1; not allowed

x == y
}

Causes for unsafety: aliasing + mutation

Ownership (III)

Read-only ownership of a location can be temporarily
transfered to multiple shared borrows.
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Lifetimes

fn main() {
let mut x = 17;
let y = &x;

// x = 100; ‘x‘ is borrowed

println!("{}", y);

x = 23; // borrows expired
}

Scope: “How long is a reference used?”
⇒ determines when borrows expire

Lifetime: “How long is a reference valid?”
⇒ only valid references may be used
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println!("{}", y);

x = 23; // borrows expired
}

Scope: “How long is a reference used?”
⇒ determines when borrows expire

Lifetime: “How long is a reference valid?”
⇒ only valid references may be used

{
let x;

{
let y = 17;
x = &y;

}

println!("{}", x);
}
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Lifetimes

fn main() {
let mut x = 17;
let y = &x;

// x = 100; ‘x‘ is borrowed

println!("{}", y);

x = 23; // borrows expired
}

Scope: “How long is a reference used?”
⇒ determines when borrows expire

Lifetime: “How long is a reference valid?”
⇒ only valid references may be used

{
let x;

{
let y = 17;
x = &y;

}

println!("{}", x);
}

error: borrowed value &y
does not live long enough

println!("{}", x);
^

borrow later used here21



Lifetime Annotations

fn foo(x: &i32 , y: &i32)
-> &i32 {

if x + y >= 0 {
x

} else {
y

}
}

Lifetime annotations
– “x and y live at least as long as ’a”
– constrain relationships between lifetimes
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Lifetime Annotations

fn foo <’a>(x: &’a i32 , y: &’a i32)
-> &’a i32 {

if x + y >= 0 {
x

} else {
y

}
}

error: missing lifetime specifier

Lifetime annotations
– “x and y live at least as long as ’a”
– constrain relationships between lifetimes

let x = 17;
let res;
{

let y = 23;
res = foo(&x, &y);

}

println!("{}", res);
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Lifetime Annotations

fn foo <’a>(x: &’a i32 , y: &’a i32)
-> &’a i32 {

if x + y >= 0 {
x

} else {
y

}
}

error: missing lifetime specifier

Lifetime annotations
– “x and y live at least as long as ’a”
– constrain relationships between lifetimes

let x = 17;
let res;
{

let y = 23;
res = foo(&x, &y);

}

println!("{}", res);

error: ‘y‘ does not live long enough
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Lifetime Subtyping

struct Meeting <’m> {
url: &’m str ,
// ...

}

https://eth.zoom.us/j/1234

Read: ’m lives at least as long as ’z

zoomId.id() is a substring of url

url may not expire before
zoomId.id()

23
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Lifetime Subtyping

struct Meeting <’m> {
url: &’m str ,
// ...

}

struct ZoomId <’m, ’m: ’z> {
meeting: &’z Meeting <’m>,

}

impl <’m,’z> ZoomId <’m, ’z> {
fn id(&self) -> &’m str {

self.meeting.url [23..]
}

}
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Wrap-up: Ownership

Causes for unsafety: aliasing + mutation

1. Every memory location has a unique variable called its owner.

2. Stack-Discipline: A memory location is disposed once the owner goes out of scope

3. Three mechanisms for ownership transfer

– Move: transfer ownership to a new owner

– Mutable Borrow: temporarily transfer full ownership to a single reference

– Shared Borrow: temporarily transfer read-only ownership to multiple references

4. Owner cannot dispose or mutate a location while it is borrowed

24



Concurrency: Data Races
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Concurrency: Data Race Freedom

Requirements for data races: aliasing + mutation

︸ ︷︷ ︸
ownership does not allow both

+ lack of synchronization

No data races as long as ownership is respected

Support for concurrency is pushed into libraries

Enables implementation of different paradigms

– Message passing via channels

– Shared read-only access

–

– Actors, functional approaches, you-name-it
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Concurrency: Data Race Freedom

Requirements for data races: aliasing + mutation︸ ︷︷ ︸
ownership does not allow both

+ lack of synchronization

No data races as long as ownership is respected

Support for concurrency is pushed into libraries

Enables implementation of different paradigms

– Message passing via channels

– Shared read-only access

– Locked mutable access

– Actors, functional approaches, you-name-it

fn critical(mutex: &Mutex <Data >) {
// mutable borrow
let mut data = mutex.lock ();

data.payload = 17;

// borrow expires
// lock is released

}
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Traits

Rust’s sole notion of abstract interfaces

Traits can be implemented on any type

Special traits for operator overloading
• std::ops::Add for +

• std::cmp::PartialEq for ==

Marker Traits: Eq, Copy, Send, . . .

Implementation can often be automated
• #[derive(PartialEq,Eq)]

Zero-cost Abstractions [Stroustrup’94]

• “What you don’t use, you don’t pay for.”

• “What you do use, you couldn’t hand code any better.”
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Zero Cost Abstractions Example: Static vs. Dynamic Dispatch

Static dispatch

Monomorphization: specialization for each type

Dynamic dispatch

More flexible, but additional overhead for vtable
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}

Monomorphization: specialization for each type
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print (&1234); // calls print <i32 >
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Zero Cost Abstractions Example: Static vs. Dynamic Dispatch

Static dispatch

struct <T: Hashable > SingleType {
data: Vec <T> // Vec <i32 >, ...

}

Monomorphization: specialization for each type

fn print <T: Hashable > (h: &T) {
println!("hash: {}", h.hash ());

}

print (&1234); // calls print <i32 >

Dynamic dispatch

struct <T: Hashable > ManyTypes {
data: Vec <Box <dyn T>

}

More flexible, but additional overhead for vtable

fn print(h: &dyn Hashable) {
println!("hash: {}", h.hash ());

}

print (&1234);

28



III. Unsafe Rust



Unsafe Rust

Some designs cannot be implemented in Rust

• Accessing hardware or foreign code

• Locks: shared among threads, allow changing protected data

• Doubly-linked lists: multiple mutable references to each node,

Need a mechanism for extending the language: Unsafe Rust

Careful: a single unsafe block may imperil memory safety!

⇒ write safety proofs “on the side”

The unsafe keyword has a dual meaning:
1. disable some compiler checks

2. take responsibility for guaranteeing safety regardless of any surrounding code
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Need a mechanism for extending the language: Unsafe Rust

Careful: a single unsafe block may imperil memory safety!

⇒ write safety proofs “on the side”

The unsafe keyword has a dual meaning:
1. disable some compiler checks

2. take responsibility for guaranteeing safety regardless of any surrounding code

// ...

unsafe {

// fewer

// compiler

// checks

// e.g.

// dereference

// raw pointer

}

// ...
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How unsafe Rust can be used

Dereference C-style raw pointers

10.3%

Call unsafe functions 89.8%
access mutable statics 5.8%

implement unsafe traits < 1%

access union fields < 1%
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Example: How unsafe Rust should be used

// shared borrow
fn critical(mutex: &Mutex <Data >) {

// mutable borrow
let mut data = mutex.lock ();

data.payload = 17;

// borrow expires
// lock is released

}

Mutex has been formally proven safe on the side
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How unsafe Rust should be used

1. Unsafe code should be used sparingly

2. Unsafe code should be straightforward and self-contained

3. Unsafe code should be shielded behind safe abstractions

How is unsafe Rust actually used?

Astrauskas et al.: How Do Programmers Use Unsafe Rust, OOPSLA’2020

Rust Safety Dance

33

http://pm.inf.ethz.ch/publications/getpdf.php?bibname=Own&id=AstrauskasMathejaMuellerPoliSummers20.pdf
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Qrates: Measuring the Usage of Unsafe Rust

34



1. Is unsafe code used sparingly?

Query: How often does unsafe code appear explicitly in Rust crates?

not sparingly
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2.1 Is unsafe code straightforward?

Query: What is the size of unsafe blocks that programmers write?

Small
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2.2 Is unsafe code self-contained?

Query: Is the behavior of unsafe code dependent mostly on code in its own crate?

Yes
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Query: Is the behavior of unsafe code dependent mostly on code in its own crate? Yes
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3. Is unsafe code shielded behind safe abstractions?

38



Unsafe Rust – Wrap-up

Unsafe Rust is a mechanism for extending the language

Developers take responsibility to prove safety on the side

1. Is unsafe code used sparingly? No

2. Is unsafe code straightforward and self-contained? Yes

3. Is unsafe code shielded behind safe abstractions? Somewhat

Qrates

http://github.com/rust-corpus/qrates

Create your own analysis!
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IV. Prusti: Lightweight Formal Verification

Joint work with: Vytautas Astrauskas, Aurel B́ılý, Federico Poli, Aleander J. Summers, and Peter Müller
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more confidence

no confidence

Security proofs

Runtime bounds

Functional correctness

Absence of runtime errors

Functional correctness

Absence of runtime errors

Absence of data races

Memory safety

C, C++

Java

Rust

our goal
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Absence of Runtime Errors

fn foo(x: i32) {
if x > 1000 {

bar ();
} else {

unreachable! ();
}

}

Goal:
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Absence of Runtime Errors

fn foo(x: i32) {
if x > 1000 {

bar ();
} else {

unreachable! ();
}

}

Goal:

error: unreachable! (..) statement
might be reachable

--> test.rs:7:9
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Functional Correctness

#[ requires(n >= 0)]
#[ ensures(result == n*(n -1)/2)]
fn sum(n: i64) -> i64 {

let mut res = 0;
let mut i = 0;
while i < n {

body_invariant!(i < n && res == i*(i -1)/2);
res += i;
i += 1;

}
res

}

typically challenging for systems programming languages
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Proving Functional Correctness of a C Program

// C code
void client(list *a, list *b) {

int old len = b->len;

append(a, 100);

assert(b->len == old len);

}
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}
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Formal Verification Ingredients
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Verification Ingredients at Scale
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Proving Functional Correctness of a Rust Program

fn client(a: &mut List , b: &mut List) {

let old_len = b.len();

append(a, 100);

assert!(b.len() == old_len );

}

Can we exploit the type system for verification?
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Prusti Overview
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The Prusti Approach
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Core Proofs in Prusti
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Type Encoding
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Signature Encoding
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Prusti at Work
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Prusti at Work
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Evaluation without Specifications
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Evaluation with Specifications
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Is there more? Yes!

Take-home message:

Prusti enables verification by developers

In the pipleline / future. . .

– Closures

– Lifetime constraints

– Library specifications

– Mathematical types

– Concurrency features

– Async features

– (Some) unsafe code

. . . and plenty more to work on. . .58



V. Epilogue



Epilogue: Take-Home Messages

Rust is a
modern language aiming at
safe
systems programming.

Unsafe Rust
• Dangerous, but necessary for language extension

• Unsafe code should be used sparingly

• Unsafe code should be straightforward and
self-contained

• Unsafe code should be shielded behind safe
abstractions

Core Features & Guarantees of Rust
• Ownership: aliasing xor mutation

• Data Race Freedom: upheld by ownership

• Lifetimes, Traits, zero-cost abstractions

Prusti: Verification by developers

60
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Epilogue: Is there more? Yes!

Interested in Prusti?

We are always looking for students:
• Bachelor/Master theses

• Research in computer science

• Practical work

• Contributors

https://prusti.ethz.ch

https://prusti.zulipchat.com

Team: Vytautas Astrauskas, Aurel B́ılý,
Christoph Matheja, Federico Poli,
Aleander J. Summers, and Peter Müller

Interested in Formal Verification?

Next semester: Program Verification Course
• Background on formal reasoning

• Developing verification tools

• Verifying complex software

• Combination of lectures and hands-on exercises

Lecturers: Peter Müller & Christoph Matheja

At most 30 participants, register soon

www.pm.inf.ethz.ch/education

or contact us directly!

cmatheja@inf.ethz.ch
61
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